Medial efferent effects on auditory-nerve responses to tail-frequency tones II: alteration of phase.
It is often assumed that at frequencies in the tuning-curve tail there is a passive, constant coupling of basilar-membrane motion to inner hair cell (IHC) stereocilia. This paper shows changes in the phase of auditory-nerve-fiber (ANF) responses to tail-frequency tones and calls into question whether basilar-membrane-to-IHC coupling is constant. In cat ANFs with characteristic frequencies > or = 10 kHz, efferent effects on the phase of ANF responses to tail-frequency tones were measured. Efferent stimulation caused substantial changes in ANF phase (deltaphi) (range -80 degrees to +60 degrees, average -15 degrees, a phase lag) with the largest changes at sound levels near threshold and 3-4 octaves below characteristic frequency (CF). At these tail frequencies, efferent stimulation had much less effect on the phase of the cochlear microphonic (CM) than on ANF phase. Thus, since CM is synchronous with basilar-membrane motion for low-frequency stimuli in the cochlear base, the efferent-induced change in ANF phase is unlikely to be due entirely to a change in basilar-membrane phase. At tail frequencies, ANF phase changed with sound level (often by 90 degrees-180 degrees) and the deltaphi from a fiber was positively correlated with the slope of its phase-versus-sound-level function at the same frequency, as if deltaphi were caused by a 2-4 dB increase in sound level. This correlation suggests that the processes that produce the change in ANF phase with sound level at tail frequencies are also involved in producing deltaphi. It is hypothesized that both efferent stimulation and increases in sound level produce similar phase changes because they both produce a similar mix of cochlear vibrational modes.